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4

Abstract5

Fake news is type of information that which has no origin. Fake news refers to false6

information or propaganda published under the guise of being authentic news. Nowadays,7

many types of fake news go viral and trending on the social media platforms. So it’s a tough8

task for the media persons how to deal and verify the fake news. The main objective of this9

study are to find out that media persons how much aware of the fake news. The Second10

objective of the study is that media person how to verify the news content.In this study media11

persons is related who is working as a journalist and working other media houses which are12

related to media. For this study Descriptive research design method is used. Media persons13

are the sample of this study. For this study, we will use the interview method to collect the14

data. Media person and media houses will be select through the use of simple random15

sampling. The Sample size of this study is 20.16

17

Index terms— media literacy, fake news.18

1 Introduction19

e hear a lot about ”fake news,” but that term, which was coined fairly, recently is a symptom of much larger20
problems, including the lack of media literacy. The new digital environment is dramatically changing media’s21
position in society and role in shaping public opinion, and Media and Information Literacy (MIL) At the time22
when manipulation and dis-information is an increasing threat, helping citizens learn how to identify and access23
independent information sources, have a critical understanding of the media in all its forms, and how to interact24
with it, is a priority.25

Media literacy is a very common term for the media persons because if any worker of the media house may26
have media literacy because without media literacy, they cannot do anything. They have a common sense of27
how caught different news from another reporter. They first have a news senses as well as media literacy if the28
media person have both sense they easily create or write a news. Media literacy is the ability to think critically29
about the information you consume and create. It includes the ability to distinguish fact from opinion, and to30
understand how media can sometimes be used to persuade people. Media literacy is important because it is the31
basis for being an informed and critical thinker in a world where technology and media are ubiquitous, helping32
to immunize people against undue persuasion and false information.33

Fake news is any information that is deliberately meant to be wholly or largely false or misleading. There are34
two kinds of fake news:35

1. False stories that are deliberately published or sent around, in order to make people believe something36
untrue or to get lots of people to visit a website. These are deliberate lies that are put online, even though the37
person writing them knows that they are made up. 2. Stories that may have some truth to them, but they’re not38
completely accurate. This is because the people writing them -for example, journalists or bloggers -don’t check39
all of the facts before publishing the story, or they might exaggerate some of it.40

2 II.41

3 Literature Review42

Srijankumar, Neilshah, 2018, False information on Web and Social Media: A survey, discusses the three types of43
false information fake review, hoaxes and, fake news in which he finds that the next generation of false information44
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will be fueled by the advancement in machine learning, Gowhar Farooq, Jamia Millia, 2018, Politics of fake news:45
How WhatsApp become a potent propaganda in India in this they outline while the major players on the internet,46
Google, Facebook and Twitter, have taken steps and pledged to tackle fake news, WhatsApp is still out of radar.47

Kai Shu, Amy Sliva, Suhang Wang, Jiliang Tang, Huan Liu, 2016, Fake news detection on social media: A48
data mining perspective concluded that with the increasing popularity of social media more and more people49
use social media instead of traditional media however, social media has been used to spread fake news which has50
strong negative impacts on individual and broader society.51

Hunt Allcott, Matthew Gentzkow, 2017, Social media and fake news in the 2016 election: Their data suggest52
that social media were not the most important source of election news, and even the most widely circulated fake53
news stories were seen by a small fraction of Americans.54

III.55

4 Objectives56

The main objectives of this study are:57
1. To study how much media persons is aware of the fake news. 2. To understand those how-to media person58

verify the fake news. 3. To find out how fake news affects the real news. 4. To find out Fake news is a symptom59
of much larger problems, including the lack of media literacy. 5. To find out on which platform mostly fake news60
goes viral.61

IV.62

5 Methodology and Tools a) Theoretical framework63

The Theoretical framework is an important in any research work, under the theoretical framework. We fulfill the64
various stages of research based on the process on the basis of effective principles. The work has been done by65
emphasizing the principles in the research work.66

In this research paper researcher studied on Media literacy of Fake news among the media persons, the reason67
behind this topic is that in present scenario lots of fake news and videos go viral overnight, so it is a tough task to68
the media houses how to check or verify that this news is real or fake. So through this study researcher study the69
behavior and reaction of the media persons for fake news. It is an emphasis on various factors of media literacy70
and fake news. For this study suitable research design used for study, the Descriptive research design method71
has been used to complete this study.72

6 b) Sampling73

The Selection of the sample is done made by purposive sampling, which comes under the nonprobability sampling74
technique. A purposive sample is a non-probability sample that is selected based on characteristics of a population75
and the objective of the study. The sample size of this study is 20 respondents who are interview conduct by the76
researcher individually. The universe of this study was media persons of Bhopal.77

7 c) Tools78

An appropriate tool is very necessary for any study to collect the data without biases. For this study researcher79
used an interview method to collect the data and the researcher conducted the interview individually of the media80
persons through the telephonic interviews and asked some questions to everyone.81

8 d) Data Collection and Interpretation82

The researcher collected the data through the telephonic and face to face interviews of the media persons of83
different media houses of Bhopal, after the collection researcher analyses the data.84

In this study, the researcher took the interview of 20 media persons, which was related to different media85
houses of Bhopal. The researcher conducts the telephonic or face to face interview of the media persons.86

The data collected over the telephonic interview and asked similar questions to everyone. Its Narrative analysis87
follows:88

9 S= Statement I= Interpretation89

Table 1: Showing the responses of respondents on the first statement. S1: Do you know about fake news. I1:90
Responses of this question of all interviewee was positive every 20 media persons knew about the fake news. I2:91
All interviewee gave the different definitions of the fake news, there are some definitions of fake news, according92
to interviewee: The news which misguides us and has no fact. Any news that is false and don’t have a credible93
source. One that is made for sake of one’s own self profit and have not link with truth and reality. Any news94
with improper facts or manipulated facts, news created by using propaganda etc. News without any proofs and95
authenticated, where there is no accuracy and no facts and figures. A biased type of information, who creates96
sensation in mass. Fake news provided false information.97
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Table ??: Showing the responses of respondents on the third statement. S3: Do you think media literacy is98
the biggest cause of fake news? I3: Most of the interviewee gave the positive response on these questions, 1499
interviewees said on this statement and only 6 respondents gave negative response on this question said NO.100

10 Table 4:101

Showing the responses of respondents on the Fourth statement. S4: On which platform mostly fake news goes102
viral? I4: On this statement, 18 interviewees said that social media is platform where the mostly fake news goes103
viral and only 2 interviewees said that newspaper and news channels also a source of platforms where the fake104
news goes viral.105

11 Table 5:106

Showing the responses of respondents on the Fifth statement. S5: How do you verify fake news? I5: On this107
statement, 8 interviewees said that they verify the fake news from the real sources and 5 interviewees verify the108
fake news by cross check on the news websites and 5 interviewees verify the fake news by the Google search109
engine, only 2 interviewees verify fake through the newspapers.110

Table ??: Showing the responses of respondents on the Sixth statement. S6: Do you think fake news affect111
the real news? I6: On this statement most of the interviewee agree for this statement, 17 interviewees said YES112
that fake news affect the real news and only 3 interviewees say NO that fake news is not affect the real news.113

Table ??: Showing the responses of respondents on the Seventh statement. S7: Do you think lack of media114
literacy is the biggest symptom of fake news? I7: Researcher asked the questions on likert scale, On this statement115
10 respondents very less agree on this statement while 4 respondents very much agree on this statement. 1116
respondent was less agreed on this statement and 2 respondents much agree on this statement while 3 respondents117
were neutral on this statement. S8: Do you agree with the statement new media is the rise of fake news? I8:118
Researcher asked the questions on likert scale, On this statement 4 respondents strongly agree on this statement119
while 1 respondent strongly disagree on this statement. 1 respondent was disagreed on this statement and 12120
respondents agree on this statement while 2 respondents were neutral on this statement.121

Table ??: Showing the responses of respondents on the Ninth statement. S9: Do you think emotional122
manipulation of news is one of the causes of fake news? I9: Researcher asked the questions on likert scale,123
On this statement 4 respondents strongly agree on this statement while no respondent strongly disagree on this124
statement. 1 respondent was disagreed on this statement and 13 respondents agree on this statement while 2125
respondents were neutral on this statement.126

Table ??0: Showing the responses of respondents on the Tenth statement. S10:Spreading fake news127
cause.......effect on media persons I10: On this statement, most of the interviewees gave positive response on128
this statement. 17 interviewees said that fake news cause Positive effect on media persons while 3 respondents129
said that fake news cause Negative effect on media persons. S11: Do you think detecting fake news is challenging130
for media persons? I11: On this statement, Half of the interviewees gave positive statement on this statement.131
12 interviewees said YES that detecting is fake news is challenging for the media persons and 5 respondents said132
NO on this statement while 3 respondents said CAN’T say on this statement.133

12 Conclusion134

Media literacy plays a vital role for a media person or a society. If you have knowledge of media literacy, you135
can easily detect the fake news of fake content. Through this study I reached the conclusion that media person136
should have the knowledge of how to detect fake news. For this every, media houses should have organized the137
training session for media persons. 1
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12 CONCLUSION
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